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NASA’s Center of Excellence for Collaborative Innovation (CoECI)

CoECI works across NASA and other U.S. Federal 
Government Agencies to assist organizations in 
understanding and using open innovation tools.





We are Sherpas!

Set expectations in the beginning

Guide our Challenge Owners through every step 

Active participation during Challenge



Use the LASSO Technique for Challenge Definition

Limited Scope

Actionable

Specific

Supported

Owned

http://bit.ly/coecilasso

Challenge Worksheet

http://bit.ly/theworksheet
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Typical Challenge Timeline

Develop the Challenge

Challenge Open to Employees1-3 weeks

4-6 weeks Select Winner

1-2 weeks Award 

Winner

Facilitators work to minimize time/effort required by Challenge Owner.



Challenge Awards

NASA@WORK Certificates and Innovator pins

We take care of all Certificates and Awards

We notify Winners and their Management



Close Out Survey

What is the plan for the solution?

How much of an impact does the idea make?

One year follow-up

Were there any lessons learned?







Determining Urine Volume in Microgravity

Results:  Found an working prototype saving $1.3M 
& 3-5 years of development.

The working prototype was 
developed for another purpose in a 
lab that was only 300 yards from the 
group seeking the solution.

Robert Pietrzyk from JSC’s Human Health 
& Performance Directorate needed 
improved solutions for measuring urine 
volume in microgravity.

He ran a NASA@WORK challenge seeking solutions.



Predicting Probability of Safety Incidents

Results: Found an existing machine learning based tool at 
HQ and saved $5M in duplicated development efforts.

Kamili Shaw from Stennis Safety & Mission Assurance was 
trying to better predict high safety risk conditions using large 
amounts of safety incident data and systems maintenance 
operations data.

She ran a NASA@WORK challenge seeking solutions prior to a 
planned public machine learning challenge.



Washing Produce Grown in Space

Results: Found 2 practical/effective solutions and saved the 
project an estimated $125,000 over traditional methods.

Tracy Gill with KSC’s Veggie project needed to find a 
way to safely sanitize the fresh produce being grown 
onboard the ISS.

He ran a NASA@WORK challenge seeking practical methods to 
sanitize produce grown in space. 



Gateway Program Graphic Challenge

39 ideas posted
123 comments
3130 votes

“I	really	dig	the	Gateway	Arch	symbolism	synonymous	
with	our	westward	expansion.	Humans	always	moving	
forward.”	– Scott	Darpel,	challenge	participant

“This	is	awesome.	Can't	wait	to	get	this	on	a	shirt.”														
– Marcos	Pena,	challenge	participant



NASA’s Internal Crowd

No cost to projects to run a challenge

Very effective for enterprise knowledge sharing/discovery

Over 160 challenges to dateOver 20,000 NASA Civil Servants and Contractors

83% of NASA@WORK challenges that provided cost estimates showing cost 
savings averaging 80% (total savings identified to date $8.7M) over traditional methods.

Offers a set of non-monetary awards

94% resulted in a positive outcome 88% of solutions implemented/planned





9%
NO

Advance

53%
Incremental

Advance

24%
Significant
Advance

14%
Solved

160+
Challenges

Effective in Enterprise 
Knowledge Sharing

20,000+ 
NASA 

employees/ 
contractors 

participating

Results from 8 Years

91%
Success

Rate

Outlet for Employees who 
want to be innovative 

and make a difference!

96%
Would Use
Challenge

Again



solid particles with sufficient kinetic energy deform plastically and bond mechanically to 
the substrate to form a coating. The critical velocity needed to form bonding depends on 
the material's properties, powder size and temperature. Metals, polymers, ceramics, 
composite materials and nanocrystalline powders can be deposited using cold spraying [2]. 
Soft metals such as Cu and Al are best suited for cold spraying, but coating of other materials 
(W, Ta, Ti, MCrAlY, WC–Co, and various metal oxides.) by cold spraying has been 
reported [1]. 
 
The deposition efficiency is typically low for alloy powders, and the window of process 
parameters and suitable powder sizes is narrow. To accelerate powders to higher velocity, finer 
powders (<20 micrometers) are used. It is possible to accelerate powder particles to much 
higher velocity using a processing gas having high speed of sound (helium instead of 
nitrogen). However, helium is costly and its flow rate, and thus consumption, is higher. To 
improve acceleration capability, nitrogen gas is heated up to about 900ºC. As a result, deposition 
efficiency and tensile strength of deposits increase [1]. It’s also possible to use other gases such 
as CO2, under different operating conditions as will be detailed later. 
 

A representation of a Cold Spray gun (compressor and power and powder supplies not shown) is 
displayed in figure 7. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 7. Cold Spray gun  

Commercial Cold Spray equipment is shown on figures 8-9 and in the attached brochures  

 

  

 

 

 

 

Fig 8. Cold Spray device (gun)   Fig 9. Application of a Cold Sprayed coat with a robotic arm. 
Source [14] 
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NASA 
Tournament 

Lab 
Challenges 

by the 
Numbers

94% Successful

370+ Challenges

80% Result in Cost Savings



CoECI’s Challenge Experience
378 challenges total completed or in progress
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40 Software/Apps
31
4
3
2
1

43 Technology Survey
32
11

26 Algorithms
23
1
1
1

21 CAD Modeling/ 
Mechanical Design
17
4

30 Graphics/Designs
18
8
4

18 Videos
6
5
5
1
1

2 Consulting Services
1
1

65 Technical Solutions
35
12
5
4
2
3
2 2

37 Other
33
2
2

76 Ideation
66
7
5
4                 
2
2



Best Practices

Choose the Right Problems

Be a Sherpa!

Find the Right Incentive for your Community Follow up after the Challenge

Capture Metrics that Speak to Stakeholders

Use a Challenge Worksheet

Evolve Your Story



Questions?

Carissa Callini
carissa.callini@nasa.gov

Ryon Stewart
ryon.stewart@nasa.gov

Jeff Doi
jeffrey.j.doi@nasa.gov


